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THE TORCH TIMES
Bringing you Victory College Prep alumni updates
as they carry the torch into their next chapter

CLASS OF 2021
PROGRESS

DIRECTOR'S DISPATCH
September is a vital month for students
as the feelings of excitement for the new
school year begin to fade while school day routines take hold and the
reality sets in that many months of hard work are ahead before the
end of the school year.
This shift can be particularly acute for first-time college students. Many
of our VCP alumni spent last month focused on how to gain their
footing in the new realities and experiences of college.
The challenges our alumni face and the emotions that come with them
are very real, but our VCP College Transitions team is with them every
step of the way. In September, we empowered them with the academic
and social-emotional skills to thrive while completing:
2 campus visits;
8 in-person student meetings;
36 student Zoom and phone calls.

73%

MATRICULATION RATE
(including students planning
to start in January 2022)

4

CAMPUS VISITS
WITH IN-PERSON
STUDENT CHECK-INS

100%

HAVE RECEIVED VCP
OUTREACH

(includes only students enrolled
for fall semester 2021)

Thanks for reading this month and for your support of VCP!
Maegan Gaboury
VCP Director of College Transitions

SCHOLAR SPOTLIGHT
How did winning the VCP 4 Star Scholarship help you
prepare to start at the University of Indianapolis?
It helped me start to prepare because it let me pay off part of my
tuition and buy my textbooks in advance, which really helped me
get ready for classes.
---

Have you declared a major?
Yes! My major is nursing, and I've wanted this career the since my
freshman year of high school. Both my grandma and mom are
CNAs, which is what made me interested in medicine.
---

Winter Blankman
University of Indianapolis

What class are you enjoying most so far in first semester?
I'm enjoying my English class the most! The teacher is really cool.

On Campus at Ball State University
with Maddi, Zena, Kristin, Diamond,
NaTasha, and Louis
What is your favorite thing about Ball State so far?

Maddi
Campus itself is so peaceful
to walk around.
Zena
I have made friends and my classes
are fairly interesting.
Diamond
My favorite thing about Ball State is the
freedom that I get; I'm not treated like a child.

What is the most challenging thing
about Ball State so far?
Maddi
The most challenging thing is turning in all of my
work before midnight. It's a lot of pressure.
Zena
The challenging thing is being on time with work
and keeping myself accountable.
Diamond
The most challenging thing about Ball State is
trying to keep up with all of the homework that
teachers give. I'm so used to doing all of my work
in class and being free when I go home, but here I
have homework in every class every day.

www.victorycollegeprep.org/collegetransitions

TORCH TIMES FEATURE ARTICLE
MASTERING TIME MANAGEMENT
Newfound free time in college can come with a cost
On average, a new full-time college student spends somewhere between 12 and 16 hours inside a
classroom each week during their first semester. As a high school senior, that same student would
have been in a classroom between 30 and 35 hours a week.
The difference can feel a bit like a tidal wave. Students suddenly feel flooded with free time, or at
least what feels like it.
“For our VCP alumni, their high school experience was a lot like that famous line about Las Vegas,”
explains Maegan Gaboury, VCP Director of College Transitions. “Certainly, there was occasional
take-home work or overnight assignments, but largely what happened in the classroom stayed in
the classroom.”
Gaboury says the college experience forces students to confront their time management skills.
“Now our alumni are handed a syllabus on the first day of their college class," Gaboury says. "It lists
numerous assignments with due dates but rarely a moment of the limited classroom time they
have will be spent reviewing the assignments let alone actually working on them.”
“I'm so used to doing all of my work in class and being free when I go home, but here [at college] I
have homework in every class every day,” says Diamond, VCP Class of 2021 and Ball State
University Class of 2025.
Gaboury is working with VCP grads to help them better manage their workload so that enjoying
free time doesn’t come at a cost in the classroom. The efforts are focused on three key areas:
Creating time-management dashboards - These interactive spreadsheets outline blocks of
time for attending classes, completing assignments, and other commitments. Gaboury starts
the process with a detailed review of every syllabus assigned to a VCP alum for the semester.
Facilitating communication with professors and instructors - University educators usually
host office hours multiple times each week, and Gaboury works with VCP alumni to schedule
regular appointments with professors, often helping draft email requests for the check-ins.
Establishing time “budgets” for personal experiences - Time spent on extracurricular
activities, jobs, or time with friends adds up fast, pulling focus away from coursework. Gaboury
tells VCP grads to budget time for personal experiences and stick to those commitments.
In September alone, Gaboury developed nine time-management dashboards with alumni who
expressed concerns during in-person or virtual meetings with VCP College Transitions, and more
are being produced through October.
“I’m proud that we’re in a position to turn this challenging season into one of opportunity by
helping students find confidence in their own ability to take charge of their lives with the right
strategies and tools,” Gaboury says.

SHOUT OUTS!
LaTasha Hatchett (Indiana University) - Shout out to you for the relationships
you've been building wih your professors! Having consistent communication and
attending office hours are great habits hat will support your success throughout
college!
Louis Terry (Ball State) - You have grown so much and are truly becoming the best, most successful
version of yourself!
NaTasha Hatchett (Ball State) - You have shows true dedication to growth! Thank you for your
participation in our coaching sessions, reaching out to professors when needed and making the moves
to get back on track!
Patricia Nevarez (IUPUI) - You haven't missed a single deadline in any of your classes! That's HUGE!
You have been on top of your work, putting in 100% effort and persevering through challenging!
Denise Pizarro (IUPUI) - You haven't missed a single deadline in any of your classes! YAY! Keep it up!
And continue using your skills in math to help support your peers. Your hard work will pay off!
Makayla Dodd (Butler University) - Your ability to balance academics and engaging with the campus
community is amazing. I think it is SO cool that you are working with Butler's Women's Basketball
program as their manager, traveling with them, and working sporting events. You are getting a full
college experience!

our mission
Victory College Prep empowers K-12 students
with the academic and social-emotional skills
to thrive in college or a career.

www.victorycollegeprep.org/collegetransitions

